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Energy shortage restricts the rapid development of the global transport industry. Trying to develop innovative modes of transport
becomes an inevitable trend. Hydraulic Capsule Pipelines (HCPs) are the freight transportation modes that use a kind of fluid to
push capsules filled with bulk solids materials through water-filled pipelines. HCPs not only alleviate everincreasing costs caused
by energy scarcities and oil price up, but also solve issues like traffic congestion and environmental pollution. Published literature is
mainly limited to numerical simulation of the unidirectional fluid-structure interaction between the capsules and the fluid inside
the pipelines; furthermore, the hydraulic characteristics only involve the speed of the capsules and the pressure drop characteristics
of the fluid within the pipe. This research was conducted on the following four aspects of HCPs. First, an improved cylindrical
capsule called a “piped carriage” was evaluated. Second, an associated solution between the fluid domain within the pipe and the
solid domain of the piped carriagewas investigated numerically on the basis of the bidirectional fluid-structure interactionmethods.
Third, the effects of diameter ratio b (ratio of a diameter of the piped carriageDe to a pipe diameterDp, widely ranging in b=0.4∼0.95)
on hydraulic characteristics of transporting the piped carriage within the pipeline were extensively discussed. Finally, based on
Least-Cost Principle, an optimization model of HCPs was effectively built. The results showed that the simulated results were in
good agreement with the experimental results, which further indicated that it was feasible for solving the hydraulic characteristics of
transporting the piped carriage by using the bidirectional fluid-structure interaction methods.The results will be of great reference
value for further research on HCPs and also provide a theoretical foundation for the optimal design of HCPs.

1. Introduction

Hydraulic Capsule Pipelines (HCPs) have been becoming
very popular in global freight transportation industries.
In 1958, the concept was first put forward at the Alberta
Research Council in Canada, and then the National Science
Foundation in the United States set up a Capsule Pipeline
Research Center at the University of Missouri-Columbia to
further explore key technologies ofHCPs since the early 1990s
[1]. The principle of HCPs was to use capsules to enclose and
transport cargoes through a water-filled pipeline with the aid

of water thrust force. HCPs had several advantages such as
low transport cost, high transportation efficiency, and green
environmental protection.The speed of the capsules thatwere
designed to be hollow containers usually should not exceed
5 m⋅s-1, which was suitable for transporting low-speed bulk
solidmaterials such as grains and other agricultural products,
industrial building materials, and harmful household waste
[2].When comparedwith the slurry hydraulic pipeline, HCPs
had several superiorities of not being contaminated by the
carrier fluid for cargoes, not requiringmechanical equipment
to separate the transported material from the fluid and not
improving high power to maintain the system operating.
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In recent decades, several researches on HCPs have been
conducted.Thefirst notable investigative study started in 1962
when Charles [3] adopted a series of theoretical methods to
analyze the flow characteristics within the pipeline transport-
ing a cylindrical capsule with the density equal to that of its
carrier fluid (water). Later, based on the frictional resistance
coefficient of a cylindrical capsule, Newton et al. [4], Ellis
[5], and Kruyer et al. [6] extended Charles’s [3] research
work by predicting the effects of four factors, namely, axial
displacement of the capsule from concentric position, end
configuration, length of the capsule, and deformed annular
cross-sections on the speed coefficient of the capsule. They
ignored the effects of end shape of the capsule on the flow
characteristics. Since mid-1970s, researchers started a wide
range of experimental investigations on energy losses within
the pipes, carrying a train of capsules. Latto et al. [7] and
Tomita et al. [8] discussed the effects of the speed coefficient
and the pressure drop coefficient on the flow characteristics
for the train of capsules. Fujiwara et al. [9], Lenau et al.
[10], Yanaida et al. [11], and Agarwal et al. [12] supplemented
Tomita et al.’s [8] research findings by solving the instanta-
neous energy losses of the cylindrical capsule train inside the
pipelines based on the methods of characteristics. However,
the capsule was assumed to be a point mass, and a limited
discussion on the flow velocity and pressure distributions in
the vicinity of the capsules has been reported. In the early
1980s,many researchers led extensive research projects on the
study of vertical HCPs and 90∘ bending HCPs transporting
cylindrical capsules. Hwang et al. [13], Polderman [14], and
Tachibana et al. [15] discussed energy losses of the flow of
cylindrical capsules by the three loss factors such as viscidity
resistance, inflow contraction, and outflow expansion in a
vertical pipeline. A wide range of experimental investigations
on the hydrodynamics characteristics of capsules conveyed by
water in the 90∘ horizontal bends and straight inclined pipes,
respectively, were conducted by Mishra et al. [16] and Vlasak
et al. [17].

In addition to a cylindrical capsule, the transport features
of the single spherical capsule were evaluated for HCPs
analysis. A series of test data was used by Ellis et al. [18] and
Teke et al. [19] to identify the pressure drop characteristics
of the two-phase flow of both spherical ice capsules and the
water. Ulusarslan [20] extended Teke et al.’s [19] studies by
analyzing the pressure drop characteristics caused by a train
of the spherical capsules. An extension of this work wasmade
by Barthès-biesel [21], Ulusarslan [22], and Dupont et al. [23]
to analyze the effects of the diameter ratio on both the speed
coefficient and the pressure gradient for the spherical capsule
train whose density was lower than that of water. Such studies
were limited to a spherical capsule whose density was similar
to that of ice capsules.

In the late 1980s, several researchers started emphasizing
the study on the flow characteristics in the annular slit space.
They attempted to further obtain the dynamic characteristics
of capsules transport by analyzing the flow characteristics
of the annular slit flow. Garner et al. [24], Kumar et al.
[25], and Markatos et al. [26] studied the flow characteristics
of both laminar and turbulent flows between a circular
pipe and an eccentric moving cylindrical capsule. Garg

[27], Ogawa et al. [28], and Kroonenberg [29] introduced
respective friction coefficients between the moving capsule
wall and the pipe wall and established mathematical models
of transporting a concentric cylindrical capsule within the
pipelines. Flow characteristics of both the developing and the
fully developed annular slit flows were estimated by Sud et
al. [30] and Tomita et al. [31], through studying fundamental
relationships between the turbulent flow and Von Karman’s
similarity hypothesis [24] in an idealized model of a high-
speed ground transportation system. Their studies were
restricted to bidimensional flow conditions. Since the mid-
1990s, researchers broadened the research range of the fluid
density, added to new application areas ofHCPs technologies.
The mathematical models of both the lubricating fluid and
the Bingham fluid flowing in the concentric annular slit
space with an axially moving capsule were established by
Polderman et al. [32] and Huang et al. [33].

Since the early 1990s, as computer technologies mature,
numerical simulation was being widely applied to solve com-
plex hydraulics problems. The numerical analysis in the area
of HCPs has been reported by Khalil et al. [34] who simulated
the flow of the cylindrical capsule within the pipelines.
A comparison of the three different turbulent models was
adopted for the analyses of both the velocity profiles and the
pressure drops. Asim et al. [35, 36] and Wang et al. [37] used
a validated computational fluid dynamics tool to numerically
simulate the solid-liquid two-phase flow in both on-shore
and off-shore HCPs and proposed a semiempirical model
for predicting the pressure drops of HCPs. These studies
focused only on the unidirectional fluid-structure interaction
such that the capsule movement was assumed to be uniform
motion with a constant speed within the pipelines. Feng et al.
[38] conducted a series of analytical studies on a bidirectional
fluid-structure interaction problem between elliptic capsules
and laminar fluid and divided motion stages of the elliptic
capsules with the density heavier than that of its carrying
fluid in a hydraulic pipe. The numerical simulation of the
bidirectional fluid-structure interaction was involved, but
a very limited discussion on the elliptic capsules carried
by a Poiseuille flow in a bidimensional channel was been
presented, which did not reflect the bidirectional fluid-
structure interaction between the capsules and a tridimen-
sional turbulent fluid.

It was not until Sun et al. [39] improved the structure
of the capsule within the pipelines in 2007 at the 20th
national conference on hydrodynamics and named it a “piped
carriage”. In recent years,many scholars studied the hydraulic
characteristics of transporting the piped carriage within the
pipelines.The flow of the piped carriage in HCPs was studied
experimentally by Sun et al. [39] who analyzed the hydraulic
characteristics of the flow field under the start-up condition
of the piped carriage within the pipelines and compared the
energy losses between the flow of piped carriage and the
pipe fluid which would exist if the fluid alone flowed in
the same pipe at the same average axial velocity. Li et al.
[40] and Wang et al. [41] extended Sun et al.’s [39] work
by using model experiments to develop a semiempirical
formula between the speed of the piped carriage and the
average axial velocity of the pipe fluid. Combined with the
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Navier-Storkes equations, Zhang et al. [42], Li et al. [43], and
Zhang et al. [44] built several mathematical models on con-
centric annular slit flow around a combinational cylindrical
bodywith a special array of cylinders undermoving and static
boundary conditions and analyzed the flow characteristics of
the concentric annular slit flow.The hydraulic characteristics
of the flowfield behind the piped carriage within the horizon-
tal pipeline under different Reynolds numbers was presented
by Jing et al. [45] and Guo [46]. Due to restrictions with
testing equipment, their studies were not able to fully obtain
the complicated hydraulic characteristics of transporting the
piped carriage through the pipelines.

In recent years, the numerical simulation of a bidirec-
tional fluid-structure interaction has become an important
tool of fluid machinery analysis. In the bidirectional fluid-
structure interaction methods, interaction between the fluid
within the pipeline and the structural responses of the
solid was considered and the simultaneous solution of fluid
domains and solid domains was involved, which made
computational results much more close to real physical
phenomena. At present, the numerical simulation of the
bidirectional fluid-structure interaction has mainly obtained
some research findings in the rotating machineries such
as the centrifugal water pumps, the fans, and the turbines
[47, 48], but studies on the bidirectional fluid-structure
interaction of transporting the piped carriages in HCPs were
limited. There was a significant bidirectional fluid-structure
interaction between the pipe fluid and the piped carriage.
That is, on the one hand, the piped carriage yielded dynamic
responses due to the action of the fluid, but on the other
hand, the dynamic responses of the piped carriage in turn
affected flow characteristics of the flow field. If the piped
carriage was generally considered as uniform motion with
the same speed, the effect of the fluid on the dynamic
responses of the piped carriage was neglected, which had
the larger errors when compared with the experimental
results. Therefore, to find a moving piped carriage through
the water-filled pipeline, adopting the bidirectional fluid-
structure interaction methods was indispensable.

On the basis of the previous published literature, the
bidirectional fluid-structure interaction between the fluid
domain within the pipelines and the solid domain of the
piped carriage was numerically investigated by using the
commercial CFD software ANSYS-Fluent 12.0.This approach
improved the solution accuracy for both the flow field and
the transient responses of the piped carriage. The effects of
diameter ratio b (ratio of a diameter of the piped carriage
De to a pipe diameter Dp) on the hydraulic characteristics
alsowere evaluated by identifying velocity distributions, pres-
sure distributions, vorticity magnitude distributions, speed
coefficients, pressure drop characteristics, and mechanical
efficiencies as well as force statistics during the movement
of the piped carriage. At the same time, based on Least-Cost
Principle, an optimization model of HCPs transporting the
piped carriage was built effectively.This paper not onlymakes
up for the shortcomings of the experimental investigations
but also improves the computing accuracy of both the fluid
domain within the pipelines and the solid domain of the
piped carriage, providing a solid theoretical foundation for

the rational determination of the technical elements in HCPs
and an accurate evaluation of its transport effects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 expresses the theoretical analysis of the piped
carriage. The solution method of the bidirectional fluid-
structure interaction, including geometric model and gov-
erning equations of fluid domain as well as motion equations
of solid domain, is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the materials and methods of the model experiments. In
Section 5, the verification of the simulated results is shown
to improve its reliability. Section 6 discusses the three-
dimensional velocity distribution, vorticity magnitude distri-
bution, pressure distribution, velocity coefficient, mechanical
efficiencies, force statistics, and pressure drop characteristics
of moving piped carriages having different diameter ratios b
within the pipelines. In Section 7, an optimization model of
HCPs is established based on Least-Cost Principle. The main
conclusions from the research are summarized in Section 8.

2. Theoretical Analysis

2.1. Design of Piped Carriage. In recent years, cylindrical
capsules have been widely studied throughout the world.
Asim et al. [49] analyzed a cylindrical capsule with density
equip to that of its carrier water, and this capsule collided
violently with its conveying pipes when moving in an 90∘
HCPs bend of bend-to-pipe radius ratios of 4 and 8. Agarwal
et al. [50] studied and provided a cylindrical capsule with
density heavier than that of its carrying fluid. When moving
along the pipelines, this cylindrical capsule sank to the
bottom of the pipe and rubbed against the inner wall of the
pipe, which reduced the service life of the conveying pipe
to some extent. Based on the above shortcomings of the
cylindrical capsules, many experts and scholars have made
a series of improvements on the cylindrical capsule. Later,
the cylindrical capsule with wheels was proposed by Kosugi
[51] that can reduce the frictional resistance of the cylindrical
capsule transport within the pipelines. However, the cylin-
drical capsule with wheels only achieved a two-dimensional
translation, and had the lower stability when moving within
the pipelines. Ulusarslan et al. [52] extended their work by
taking into account a flow of a spherical capsule, which
had satisfied kinetic stability compared with the cylindrical
capsule. However, because of the pipe diameter limitations,
the interior volume of the spherical capsule was so small that
it was not conducive to transporting a large amount of bulk
solid materials. In the study, an improved cylindrical capsule
called a “piped carriage” was presented, which effectively
overcame many deficiencies of the cylindrical capsule, the
spherical capsule, and the cylindrical capsule with wheels.
Compared with more capsules in the previous published
literature, the piped carriage had the advantages of obvious
structural innovation.The piped carriage was comprised of a
barrel, support bodies, and universal balls [39]. The physical
diagram of the piped carriage was shown in Figure 1.

A barrel was an airtight hollow cylinder that machined
from Plexiglas with a thickness of 5 mm, and the front
and rear end of the barrel were connected to screw caps by
threads. The six support bodies were symmetrically installed
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Figure 1: Physical diagram of a piped carriage.
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Figure 2: Structure diagram of a piped carriage. Note: 1: pipeline. 2: barrel. 3: support bodies. 4: universal balls.

on the front and rear of the piped carriage at 120 degree
angles from each other. The support bodies maintained
the concentric position of the piped carriage within the
horizontal pipeline, which can prevent the piped carriage
from severe vibrations caused by the velocity variation that
occurred suddenly throughout the pressure pipelines. The
support bodies thus improved the stability of the piped
carriage during transport. The support bodies did not lead
to the tilt of transporting the piped carriage and avoided the
collision between the piped carriage and the conveying pipe.
The universal balls were mounted at the end of the support
bodies to reduce the frictional resistance between the outer
wall of the piped carriage and the inner wall of the pipes
[40], thus contributing to energy efficiency. In addition, the
universal balls can make the piped carriage translational and
rotated. As discovered by research, there was no collision
between the piped carriage and the conveying pipes, only
the frictional resistance coefficient needed to be considered.
Steel ball bearings having a diameter of 8 mm were served
inside the piped carriage and defined as a basic transport
loading of the piped carriage. The space between steel ball
bearings was filled with rubber marine sand which possessed
gelling property so that the stability of the piped carriage was
improved effectively. The carriers in the previous published
literature did not consider the transport loading. In this study,
the transport loading was first put forward in HCPs, which
will provide a theoretical basis for engineering application
of the piped carriage. The structure diagram of the piped
carriage was shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: The force analysis on the piped carriage.

2.2. Force Analysis. There were obvious differences in the
structure between the piped carriage and the other carriers
mentioned in the previous published literature, such as cylin-
drical capsule, spherical capsule, and cylindrical capsule with
wheels. From the perspective of fluid dynamics, forces acting
on a piped carriage transport had its own characteristics.
Taking the piped carriage as a main research object, the
forces acting on the piped carriage in the horizontal pipeline
were analyzed. According to the direction of pipe axis, the
forces acting on the piped carriage can be divided into two
categories.The force analysis on the piped carriagewas shown
in Figure 3.
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2.2.1. Forces in the Direction of the Pipe Axis. (1)The pressure
gradient force acting on the front and rear ends of the piped
carriage, 𝐹𝑝, which was written as follows:

𝐹Δ𝑃 = Δ𝑝𝐴𝑒 = 𝐹𝑝1 − 𝐹𝑝2 (1)

where p was the pressure difference between the pipe fluid
acting on the front end and rear end of the piped carriage;
Ae was the end-face areas of the piped carriage; Fp1 and Fp2
were the fluid pressure acting on the rear and front ends of
the piped carriage, respectively.(2) The shear stress of annular slit flow acting on the
sidewall of the piped carriage, 𝜏e. If the average axial velocity
of the annular slit flow was greater than the average speed of
the piped carriage, the shear stress was equivalent to power;
otherwise, it would be equivalent to the resistance. It was
written as follows:

𝜏𝑒 = 0.125𝜌𝜆𝑒 (𝑉𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏)2 (2)

where 𝜆𝑐 was the flow resistance coefficient; 𝜌was the density
of the fluid;𝑉𝑠 was the average axial velocity of the annular slit
flow; 𝑉𝑏 was the average speed of the piped carriage.(3) The rolling frictional resistance acting on the piped
carriage, 𝑓𝑐. There was no rolling frictional resistance when
the cylindrical capsule and the spherical capsulemoved along
the pipelines. The rolling frictional resistance can be written
as follows:

𝑓𝑐 = 𝐹𝑁𝜇𝑐 (3)

where FN was the support force of the pipe wall against
the piped carriage; 𝜇𝑐 was the rolling frictional resistance
coefficient.

𝐹𝑑 = 𝐹Δ𝑃 + 𝜋𝜏𝑒𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 (4)

where Fd was the drag of the piped carriage.

2.2.2. 	e Forces Perpendicular to the Pipe Axis. (1) The
gravity of the piped carriage, Gc. It was composed of the
weight of both the empty piped carriage itself and the
transport loading.(2) The support force of the pipe wall against the piped
carriage, FN. The support forces in different directions acted
on the contact points between the universals of the piped
carriage and the inner wall of pipe, and both pointed to the
center of the conveying pipe.(3)The buoyancy of the piped carriage, Fb. It was written
as follows:

𝐹𝑏 = 𝜌𝑔𝐶𝑐 (5)

where Cc was the interior volume of the piped carriage.(4)The lift of the piped carriage, Fl, which was related to
fluid pressure and flow velocity.

2.3. Motion Stages. The motion processes of the piped car-
riage through a horizontal pipeline can be divided into three
basic stages.

2.3.1. Static Stage. Since resultant force between pressure
gradient force and shear stress can be inadequate to restrain
the maximum static rolling frictional resistance acting on the
piped carriage, the piped carriage was in static stage. The
static stage was written as follows:

𝐹Δ𝑃 + 𝜋𝜏𝑒𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 < 𝑓𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 (6)

where f cmax was the maximum static rolling frictional resis-
tance.

2.3.2. Accelerative Stage. When pipe discharge within the
pipelines increased, resultant force between pressure gradient
force and shear stress was greater than rolling frictional resis-
tance; thereby the piped carriage entered into accelerative
stage. The accelerative stage was written as follows:

𝐹Δ𝑃 + 𝜋𝜏𝑒𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 > 𝑓𝑐 (7)

When pipe discharge was constant, resultant force between
pressure gradient force and shear stress acting on the piped
carriage was gradually decreased with the increasing of
instantaneous speed of the piped carriage. Therefore, accel-
erated speed of the piped carriage was gradually decreased in
the accelerative stage.

2.3.3. Steady Stage. When instantaneous speed of the piped
carriage reached the maximum value, the piped carriage
entered into steady stage. At the same time, the piped carriage
realized a force balance in the direction of the pipe axis. The
steady stage was written as follows:

𝐹Δ𝑃 + 𝜋𝜏𝑒𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 = 𝑓𝑐 (8)

Due to a short period of the accelerative stage of the piped
carriage, the steady stage of the piped carriage transport was
mainly studied in this paper. Tomita et al. [31], Khalil et
al. [34], and Asim et al. [36] considered the steady stage
of a cylindrical capsule transport. However, the cylindrical
capsule did not have rolling frictional resistance. In fact, the
steady stage of the piped carriage tended to a dynamical
equilibrium; the reason was that the pulsation of the pipe
fluid caused the instantaneous speeds of the piped carriage
to fluctuate within a certain range.

As described by Liu et al. [53], motion processes of a
cylindrical capsule can be classified into four stages, and the
speed of the cylindrical carriage at each stage had specific
requirements. In the fourth steady stage, for the cylindrical
capsule, the carrier speed was greater than the average axial
velocity of the pipe fluid. But for the piped carriage, the carrier
speed had no direct relation to the average axial velocity of the
pipe fluid.Through the above comparison, it can be obtained
that speeds between the cylindrical carriage and the piped
carriage were of essential difference in the steady stage.

2.4. Motion Model. According to the force characteristics,
the motion model of the piped carriage in the steady stage
was established. Using the transported piped carriage as a
reference frame, the flow conservation equation was written
as follows:

𝜌𝜋𝐷2
𝑝 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑉𝑏) Δ𝑡 = 𝜌𝜋 (𝐷2

𝑝 − 𝐷2
𝑒) (𝑉𝑠 − 𝑉𝑏) Δ𝑡 (9)
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where Va was the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid; t
was the motion period.

The relationship among the average axial velocity of
the pipe fluid (Va), the pipe discharge, and mixture pipe
discharge was defined. The pipe discharge in this manuscript
was the fluid mass per hour for the single-phase flow at the
inlet cross-section of the conveying pipe, and the mixture
pipe discharge was the fluidmass per hour for the solid-liquid
two-phase flow within the pipeline. The pipe discharge and
mixture pipe discharge are different in physical explanations,
but the same in magnitude. The average axial velocity of the
pipe fluid (Va) was the ratio of the pipe discharge or the
mixture pipe discharge to the pipe cross-sectional areas.

Let 𝑏 = 𝐷𝑒/𝐷𝑝

The average axial velocity of the annular slit flow was
written as follows:

𝑉𝑠 = (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑏2𝑉𝑏)
(1 − 𝑏2) (10)

When the piped carriage transported steadily along the pipe
axis within the pipeline, the forces acting on the piped
carriage and the annular slit flow in the part where the piped
carriage in the direction of the pipe axis should both reached
equilibrium states. When the average axial velocity of the
annular slit flow was greater than the average speed of the
piped carriage, the direction of the shear stress acting on the
piped carriage was the same as the direction of the pipe fluid,
then the shear stress was the power of the piped carriage;
otherwise the shear stress was the resistance of the piped
carriage.

If the shear stress acting on the sidewall of the piped
carriage was power, the motion model of the piped carriage
was deduced in this paper.

For the piped carriage, the force balanced equation along
the pipe axis was written as follows:

Δ𝑝𝜋𝐷2
𝑒 + 4𝜏𝜋𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 = 4𝑓𝑐 (11)

For the annular slit flow in the part where the piped carriage,
the force balanced equation along the pipe axis was written as
follows:

Δ𝑝𝜋 (𝐷2
𝑝 − 𝐷2

𝑒) = 4𝜏𝑒𝜋𝐷𝑒𝐿𝑒 + 4𝜏𝑝𝜋𝐷𝑝𝐿𝑒 (12)

The shear stress acting on the interior wall of the conveying
pipe was written as follows:

𝜏𝑝 = 0.125𝜌𝜆𝑝𝑉2
𝑠 (13)

where 𝜆𝑝 was the friction coefficient of the pipe wall.
Equations (2), (3), and (10) substituted in (11) to obtain

Δ𝑝 = 4𝐹𝑁𝜇𝑐𝜋𝑏2𝐷2
𝑝

− 𝜆𝑒𝜌 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑉𝑏)2 𝐿𝑒

2𝑏𝐷𝑝 (1 − 𝑏2)2 (14)

Equations (3), (10), and (13) substituted in (12) to obtain

Δ𝑝 = 𝑏𝜆𝑒𝜌 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑉𝑏)2𝐷𝑝𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷2
𝑝

− 𝜆𝑝𝜌 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑏2𝑉𝑏)2𝐷𝑝𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷2
𝑝

(15)

Therefore, the motion model of the piped carriage was
deduced from (14) and (15) and it can be written as follows:

𝐴1 (𝑉𝑏𝑉𝑎

)2 + 𝐴2 (𝑉𝑏𝑉𝑎

) + 𝐴3 = 0 (16)

where

𝐴1 = (𝜆𝑒 + 𝑏3𝜆𝑝) 𝑏𝜌𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

+ 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

2𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

,

𝐴2 = − (𝜆𝑒 + 𝑏𝜆𝑝) 𝑏𝜌𝐿𝑒

(1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

− 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

,

𝐴3 = (𝑏𝜆𝑒 + 𝜆𝑝) 𝜌𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

+ 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

2𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

− 4𝐹𝑁𝜇𝑐𝜋𝑏2𝐷2
𝑝𝑉2

𝑎

(17)

Equation (16) was only applicable to the case, where the shear
force acting on the sidewall of the piped carriage was power.

If the shear stress acting on the sidewall of the piped
carriage was resistance, the motion model of the piped
carriage was written as follows:

𝐴4 (𝑉𝑏𝑉𝑎

)2 + 𝐴5 (𝑉𝑏𝑉𝑎

) + 𝐴6 = 0 (18)

where

𝐴4 = (−𝜆𝑒 + 𝑏3𝜆𝑝) 𝑏𝜌𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

− 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

2𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

,

𝐴5 = (𝜆𝑒 − 𝑏𝜆𝑝) 𝑏𝜌𝐿𝑒

(1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

+ 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

,

𝐴6 = (−𝑏𝜆𝑒 + 𝜆𝑝) 𝜌𝐿𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑏2)3𝐷𝑝

− 𝜌𝜆𝑒𝐿𝑒

2𝑏 (1 − 𝑏2)2𝐷𝑝

− 4𝐹𝑁𝜇𝑐𝜋𝑏2𝐷2
𝑝𝑉2

𝑎

(19)

Equations (16) and (18) were the motion models of the piped
carriage obtained by using the force analysis. Because the
parameters such as 𝜆𝑒 and 𝜆𝑝 in this motion model cannot
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Figure 4: Geometric model. Note: U(x,y) represents distribution function of axial velocity at inlet cross-section. AB represents inlet cross-
section. CD represents outlet cross-section.

be obtained accurately, it can only be used to qualitatively
analyze the relationship between the average speed of the
piped capsule and other impact factors such as pipe fluid,
transport loading, and structure of the piped carriage. The
motion model was of great significance to the analysis of the
average speed coefficient of piped carriage in Section 6.1.

3. Fluid-Structure Interaction Method

3.1. Geometric Model. A geometrical model of a piped car-
riage transported in a horizontal pipe was created using
the preprocessing software Pro/E wildfire 4.0. In order to
improve the quality of meshes, the geometric model was
simplified appropriately during the modeling processes. In
this paper the original model was used for the numerical
simulation, which can greatly improve the calculation accu-
racy of the simulated results. The geometry model included a
horizontal pipe model and a piped carriage model, as shown
in Figure 4.

The horizontal pipe model was 5.8m long with a diameter
of 100 mm, exactly the same as the size of test section on the
experimental system. To improve the precision of simulation,
the horizontal pipe model was divided into three sections: an
inlet pipe, a movement pipe and an outlet pipe, where the
lengths of these three sections were 0.5 m, 4.8 m, and 0.5
m, respectively. A 0.5 m long inlet pipe was used in order
to allow the pipe fluid to become fully developed. A 0.5 m
long outlet pipe was used in order to reduce the effects of
the piped carriage on the pressure of the outlet cross-section
in the geometric model. A 4.8 m long movement pipe was
the range of motion for the center of the piped carriage. The
movement pipe with an inner diameter of 0.1 m was similar
to that of Ulusarslan [22] and Asim et al. [35]. The diameters
of the piped carriage model varied from 40 to 95 mmwith an
interval of 5 mm, and the length of the piped carriage was 0.1
m. The support of the piped carriage was composed of a thin
cylinder and a sheet-metal plate.The thin cylinder was 0.02m
in length and 8 mm in diameter. A 0.01 m×0.015 m×0.001 m
sheet-metal plate played a significant role in connecting the
barrel and the thin cylinder. The universal ball mounted at
the end of the support body was a hemispherical structure
with a spherical radius of 4 mm. In the study, the piped
carriage model always maintained a concentric position with
the horizontal pipe model. In the initial state, the center of
the piped carriage model was 0.7 m away from the inlet
cross-section of the geometric model. The initial location
of the piped carriage was shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
in which Z was defined as the direction of the water, and
X and Y were defined as the direction of horizontally left
and the direction of vertically upward, respectively. The pipe

discharges of the geometrical model were 40, 50, 60, and 70
m3 ∙ h-1, respectively.
3.2. Governing Equations of Fluid Domain. The meshing of
the geometricmodel was completed using the software ICEM
CFD.The computational domains of this paper were divided
into two parts: a fluid domain and a solid domain. The fluid
domain of the geometric model included the inlet pipe, the
movement pipe, and the outlet pipe of three parts. A hybrid
meshes of the same size were used for themeshing of the fluid
domain. It meant that the two different mesh types have been
created in the fluid domain. The inlet and outlet pipes were
meshed with hexahedral elements. The reason for this was
that the hexahedral mesh elements can be generated in these
pipes with a very low skewness and provided more accurate
results due to lower numerical diffusion.Themovement pipe
was meshed with tetrahedral elements, which can improve
the quality of meshes near the exterior wall of the piped
carriage. In order to reduce the effects of mesh size on the
simulated results, a mesh independence test was performed
for the fluid domain of the geometric model [54]. Through
comparing the effects of different mesh sizes on the average
pressure of inlet cross-section in the geometricalmodel under
the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1, a reasonable mesh size was
obtained successfully, as shown in Table 1.

The average pressure at the inlet section-section of the
geometric model had the following advantages as a main
index of the mesh independence test: (1) Because pressure
distributions at the outlet cross-section of the geometric
model was the same, the pressure at the inlet cross-section of
the geometric model can indirectly analyze the pressure drop
of the pipe fluid. (2)The index can be measured by the model
experiments to further verify the correctness of the simulated
results at the inlet cross-section of the geometric model.

According to simulated results of themesh independence
test in Table 1, the relative errors of the average pressure
of the inlet cross-section in the geometrical model under
the six different diameter ratios were not more than 0.43 %
between mesh sizes of both 0.002 m and 0.003 m. When
the mesh size was less than 0.002 m, the effects of the
mesh size on the average pressure of inlet cross-section
were negligible. At last, through the comparison between
simulated results and experimental results, both results were
in qualitatively good agreement. Based on a comprehensive
analysis, when the mesh size of the fluid domain was 0.002
m, the simulated results have reached the requirement of the
mesh independence test. In the study, to efficiently attain the
desired solution accuracy, local surface meshes were used
to achieve secondary mesh refinement for the solid domain
of the piped carriage, in which the meshes consisted of
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Table 1: Mesh independence test.

Mesh
size/m

Average pressure of inlet cross-section/Pa
b=0.40 b=0.50 b=0.60 b=0.70 b=0.80 b=0.90

0.006 12495.39 12461.09 12408.27 12386.75 12512.26 13230.65
0.005 12353.32 12308.47 12259.92 12243.51 12365.11 12938.23
0.004 12240.71 12204.73 12142.14 12119.87 12249.96 12805.02
0.003 12166.49 12121.09 12073.33 12046.39 12172.06 12707.18
0.002 12116.31 12078.85 12040.78 11994.49 12130.52 12657.67

Piped carriageHexahedral mesh Tetrahedral mesh

0.30.20.1 1.00.90.80.70.60.5

X 
(m

)

0
−0.05

0.05

1.10.40.0 1.2

Interface

Z (m)

(a) Meshing of the fluid domain within a pipeline

ZY

X
Triangular meshTriangular mesh

(b) Meshing of the solid domain for a piped carriage

Figure 5: Meshing of computational domains in geometric model.

triangular elements with a specific size of 0.001m to reduce
its skewness. Boundary layer areas were also meshed with
rectangle elements. According to the calculation formulas of
the boundary layer areas [55], the boundary layer thickness
of the pipe wall in the turbulent areas was determined. The
thickness of first layer mesh was to be 0.2537 mm (y+=30)
by calculation. It is noteworthy that the y+ values were such
that the first mesh node is in the log-law region. The scale
factor between mesh layers was 1.2, and the mesh number
in this areas was set to 11. At the initial time, the meshing
of computational domains in geometric model (the diameter
ratio of the piped carriage was 0.6) was shown in Figure 5.

Taking into account the complexity of the flow field
caused by transport of a piped carriage, the following assump-
tions were used in the simulation algorithm: (1) The fluid
density was considered to be constant, thus ignoring any
change of density. (2) The energy equation was ignored due
to nonexisting heat exchange between the fluid and the pipe
wall.

The fluidmediumwas defined as liquid-water with a den-
sity of 1000 kg⋅m-3 and dynamic viscosity of 1.062×10-3 Pa⋅s
(the water temperature was 18∘C). The operating conditions
being given to the solver were the operating pressure of 101

325 Pa (i.e., atmospheric pressure) and ignored the effects of
the gravity on the flowfieldwithin the pipeline. Investigations
had been carried out on the support bodies made of stainless
steel having a density of 7.93×103 kg⋅m-3 and the barrel made
of Plexiglas having a density of 1.2×103 kg⋅m-3. The criterion
for internal flows to be turbulent was that Reynolds number
should be above 4000. As it can be clearly seen that the
Reynolds number under consideration was >> 4000, it can
be safely concluded that the flow inside the pipeline under
discussion was turbulent. Hence, turbulent model needed
to be introduced for numerical calculation. Compared with
the standard k-𝜀 and the realizable k-𝜀 turbulent models, the
RNG k-𝜀 turbulent model was far superior to other models
in addressing flow problems having high strain rates and
sharply curved streamlines. In the Cartesian coordinates, the
time-continuous equation and the Reynolds equation for the
incompressible viscous fluid in the formof a tensor index [56]
were written as follows:

Continuity equation:
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡 +

𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝜌𝑢𝑖) = 0 (20)
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Momentum equation (Navier-Stokes equation):

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑖)𝜕𝑡 + 𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗)

= − 𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥𝑖

+ 𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

[𝜇 𝜕𝑢𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗

− 𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗] + 𝑆𝑖
(21)

The turbulent model was composed of the turbulent kinetic
energy equation and the turbulent dissipation rate equation.

Turbulent kinetic energy equation:

𝜕 (𝜌𝑘)
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜕 (𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝛼𝑘𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑖

)

+ 𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗 𝜕𝑢𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗

− 𝜌𝜀
(22)

Turbulent dissipation rate equation:

𝜕 (𝜌𝜀)
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜕 (𝜌𝜀𝑢𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝛼𝜀𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜕𝜀
𝜕𝑥𝑖

)

+ 𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗 𝜕𝑢𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜀
𝑘 (𝐶1𝜀 − 𝜂 (1 − 𝜂/𝜂0)1 + 𝛽𝜂3 )

− 𝐶2𝜀

𝜌𝜀2
𝑘

(23)

where t was the time; 𝜌 was the density of the fluid; ui
and uj were the components of the time-averaged velocity
components in the i and j directions, respectively; 𝑢𝐼 and
𝑢𝑗 were the fluctuating velocity in the i and j directions,
respectively; i and j were 1, 2, and 3, respectively. p was the
time-averaged pressure; 𝜇 was the dynamic viscosity; xi and
xj were the coordinate components in the i and j directions,
respectively; Si was the projection of the generalized source
term of the momentum equation in the i direction; k was the
turbulent kinetic energy; 𝜀 was the turbulent dissipation rate;𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜇 + 𝜇𝑡 was the effective viscosity; 𝜇𝑡=𝜌C𝜇k2/𝜀 was the
turbulent viscosity, 𝐶𝜇=0.084 5, Pa⋅s. C1𝜀 and C2𝜀 were the
turbulent model coefficients, respectively, C1𝜀=1.42, C2𝜀=1.68.𝛼k and 𝛼𝜀 were the effective Prandlt numbers for k and 𝜀,
respectively, 𝛼k=𝛼𝜀=1.39. −𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗 = 𝜇𝑡(𝜕𝑢𝑖/𝜕𝑥𝑗 + 𝜕𝑢𝑗/𝜕𝑥𝑖) −(2/3)(𝜌𝑘+𝜇𝑡(𝜕𝑢𝑖/𝜕𝑥𝑖))𝛿𝑖𝑗 was the time-averaged stress tensor;𝜂0 and 𝛽 were constants, respectively, 𝜂0=4.377, 𝛽=0.012. 𝜂 =
(2𝐸𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝐸𝑖𝑗)1/2(𝑘/𝜀), 𝐸𝑖𝑗 = (1/2)(𝜕𝑢𝑗/𝜕𝑥𝑖 + 𝜕𝑢𝑖/𝜕𝑥𝑗). 𝛿ij was the
Kronecker delta.

In the near-wall areas of the computational domain, the
RNG k-𝜀 turbulent model was no longer applicable due to the
lowerReynolds numbers.Therefore, themethodof a standard
wall function was adopted to solve for viscous flow at low
Reynolds numbers in the near-wall area. Furthermore, it was
assumed that the dimensionless fluid flow velocity could be

described by logarithmic normal distributions outside the
viscous sublayer areas.

Global flow parameters involved in the simulations and
analysis included an average speed coefficient, Cv, average
drag coefficient, Cd, average lift coefficient, Cl, and average
pressure drop coefficient of HCPs, Cp; these were defined as
follows [57]:

𝐶V = 𝑉𝑏𝑉𝑎

,

𝐶𝑑 = 2𝐹𝑑
𝜌 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑉𝑏)2 𝐴V𝑒

,

𝐶𝑙 = 2𝐹𝑙
𝜌 (𝑉𝑎 − 𝑉𝑏)2 𝐴𝑝𝑎

,

𝐶𝑝 = Δ𝑃𝑚Δ𝑃𝑛

(24)

where Ave was the reference areas in the direction vertical to
the flow; Apa was the reference areas in the direction parallel
to the flow; ΔPm was the total pressure drop of the flow of the
piped carriage; ΔPn was the total pressure drop that would
exist if fluid alone flowed in the same pipe at the same average
axial velocity.

The boundary conditions of the geometric model that
have been specified as follows:(1) The inlet boundary was set as a “Velocity-Inlet”
boundary condition. Combined with the user defined func-
tions (UDFs), the velocity distributions at the inlet cross-
section was defined with the distribution function U(x,y)
of the measured velocity profiles, as shown in Figure 4.
The integrated evaluated results of Re, Ic, k, and 𝜀 at the
inlet boundary were calculated by using the semiempirical
formulas [58].

In the study, these pipe fluid parameters, Reynolds num-
ber, Re, turbulence intensity, Ic, turbulent kinetic energy, k,
turbulent dissipation rate, 𝜀, were written as follows:

Re = 𝑉𝑎𝐷𝑝

𝜐 ,
𝐼𝑐 = 0.16Re−0.125,
𝑘 = 1.5 (𝑉𝑎𝐼𝑐)2 ,
𝜀 = 𝐶0.75

𝜔 𝑘1.5
𝑙

(25)

where 𝜐 was the kinematic viscosity; l was the turbulence
length scale; C𝜔 was the empirical constant of the turbulent
model, generally taking 0.09.Theparameter values of the pipe
fluid were shown in Table 2.(2) The outlet boundary was set as a “Pressure-Outlet”
boundary condition.The pressure at the outlet boundary was
defined with the measured pressure.(3) The boundary of the horizontal pipe model adopted
the “Stationary-Wall” boundary condition [59]. The pipe has
been considered to be hydrodynamically smooth, having a
wall roughness constant of zero.
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Table 2: The parameter values of the pipe fluid.

Pipe discharge/m3⋅h−1 40 50 60 70
Re 133211 166514 199817 233120
Ic 0.0366059 0.0355990 0.0347969 0.0341328
k/m2⋅s -2 0.0040228 0.0059446 0.0081788 0.0107114
𝜀/m2⋅s -3 0.0059893 0.0107589 0.0173627 0.0260228

(4)Theboundary conditions of the piped carriage needed
to be defined using the six degrees of freedom couplingmodel
of the moving mesh technology and UDFs. In addition to
defining the dynamic characters such as moment of inertia
and rolling friction resistance of the piped carriage, the UDFs
also specified the migration scope and the initial state of
the piped carriage. Only horizontal movement along the Z
direction and the rotary movement around the z-axis were
considered, while movement in the other directions was
strictly limited.The instantaneous speed of the piped carriage
at the initial position was defined by the measured values
of the instantaneous speed at which the center of the piped
carriage passed through the corresponding cross-section.(5)The connecting cross-section boundaries between the
inlet pipe, the movement pipe, and the outlet pipe were set
as “Interface” boundary condition, which realized data to
exchange between the different mesh types of the flow fields.

To improve the solution precision of the transient flow
field, the PISO velocity-pressure coupling algorithm within
ANSYS-Fluent 12.0 was used, which could modify pressure
twice for the flow field. The finite volume methods were used
to discretize the governing equations of the fluid domain
[60]. The convective terms of the momentum equation, the
turbulent kinetic energy equation, and the turbulent dissipa-
tion rate equation were discretized with 2nd order upwind
scheme, while the diffusion terms of the above equations
were discretized using 2nd order central differential scheme
since the backward difference yields to unstable solution.The
convergence residuals of the discrete form were set to 1×10-4,
and the time step of the unsteady state was 1×10-6 s.
3.3. Motion Equations of Solid Domain. The six-freedom
rigid bodymotion equationswere followed to solve the speed,
the displacement, and the attitude for the piped carriage at
any time. The rigid body motion equations were written as
follows [34, 61]:

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎𝑐,
𝑀 = 𝐼𝛼𝑐 + 𝜔𝑐 × (𝐼𝜔𝑐) , (26)

where F was the acting forces on the piped carriage; m was
the mass; ac was the accelerated speed;M was the moment; I
was the moment of inertia matrix; 𝜔c was the angular speed;𝛼c was the angular acceleration.

In ANSYS-Fluent 12.0, the acting forces on the piped
carriage in the six-freedom rigid body motion equations
included fluid loadings and nonfluid loadings. The fluid
loadings were the coupling forces that fluids exerted on
the piped carriage, including the drag and the lift, and

the nonfluid loadings were the rolling frictional resistance,
the gravity, and the buoyancy of the piped carriage. The
coupling forces on the piped carriage were calculated with
the governing equations of the fluid domain, while the rolling
frictional resistance of the piped carriagewas definedwith the
UDFs.The rolling frictional resistance was determined as the
product of the support force of the piped carriage multiplied
by the rolling frictional resistance coefficient between the
piped carriage wall and the Plexiglas pipe wall, which was
written as follows:

𝑓𝑐 = (𝐹𝑙 + 𝐹𝑏 − 𝐺𝑐) 𝜇𝑐 = 𝐹𝑁𝜇𝑐 (27)

Through the study in experiment, the rolling frictional
resistance coefficient between the piped carriage and the
Plexiglas pipe was obtained, 𝜇c=0.462.
3.4. Fluid-Structure Interaction Methods. In the study, the
numerical investigations (nonsteady state) using the RNG k-𝜀
turbulent model were conducted on the hydraulic character-
istics of the piped carriage transported in the horizontal pipe.
The six degrees of freedom coupling model and the UDFs
were used to analyze the transient dynamics characteristics
of the piped carriage. The coupling interfaces realized the
real time exchange between the fluid domain information
and the solid domain information. The coupled motion of
the piped carriage gave rise to displacement effects of the
rigid body. The geometric model meshes were modified in
real time by exploiting the moving mesh technology of both
elastic smoothing and local reconstruction to adapt to the
transient displacement variation [62].

The flow diagram of the bidirectional fluid-structure
interaction analysis was shown in Figure 6.(1) The initial parameters: the speed, 𝑉𝑡

𝑐 , the angular
speed, 𝜔𝑡

𝑐, the angle, 𝜃𝑡𝑐, and the displacement, 𝐿𝑡
𝑐, were set

at the initial time t.(2) The speed and the angular speed at time t were
regarded as the boundary conditions for the next iteration.
Combined with the basic governing equations and the tur-
bulent model, the hydraulic characteristics at time t+Δt were
solved to obtain the force Ft+Δt and the momentMt+Δt for the
piped carriage at time t+Δt.(3) The speed and the displacement at time t+Δt were
calculated, which was written as follows:

𝑉𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑐 = 𝑉𝑡

𝑐 + Δ𝑡(𝐹𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑚 ) ,

𝐿𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑐 = (𝑉𝑡

𝑐 + 𝑉𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑐 ) Δ𝑡
2

(28)
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Figure 6: Flow diagram of bidirectional fluid-structure interaction analysis. Note: S represents range of motion for piped carriage. Si
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(4) The angular speed and the angle at time t+Δt were
calculated, which was written as follows:

𝜔𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑐 = (𝑀𝐼 − 𝜔𝑐 × 𝜔𝑐)Δ𝑡,

𝜃𝑡+Δ𝑡𝑐 = (𝜔𝑡
𝑐 + 𝜔𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑐 ) Δ𝑡
2

(29)

(5) Combined with the displacement 𝐿𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑐 and the angle

𝜃𝑡+Δ𝑡𝑐 , the piped carriagemoved to a new location by using the
moving mesh technology, and then the meshes of the fluid
domain were updated.(6) The speed and the angular speed at time t+Δt were
regarded as the boundary conditions for the next iteration.
These steps were repeated until the piped carriage arrived at
the predefined locations.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Experimental System. To verify the reliability of simu-
lated results from the commercial software ANSYS-Fluent

12.0 (http://www.ansys.com/Products/Fluids/ANSYS-Fluent),
we conducted experimental investigations on the hydraulic
characteristics of the piped carriage transport under different
ratios bwithin horizontal pipelines.The experimental system
was composed of power devices, adjusting devices, conveying
devices, and dropping and receiving devices, which was
shown in Figure 7.Thepower devices comprised a centrifugal
water pump and a water tank. The water tank was connected
to the centrifugal pump by a steel penstock. The centrifugal
water pump had a maximum operating water head of 32 m,
and the rated power of the pump motor was 15 kW at 2900
rpm. The size of the water tank was 1.0 m × 1.0 m × 1.5 m.
Tracer particles inside the water tank were the hollow glass
beads having the diameter in the range of about 50 to 100 𝜇m,
which were used to assist in measuring the flow velocity.

The adjusting devices were composed of an electromag-
netic flowmeter, a regulating valve and a braking device.
The electromagnetic flowmeter had an accuracy of ±0.5 %
and a rated pressure of 0.6∼4.0 MPa. The braking device
was used to strictly control the start-up time for the piped
carriage. Pipe fluid was adjusted using regulating valve to

http://www.ansys.com/Products/Fluids/ANSYS-Fluent
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Doppler Anemometry. 5: rectangular water channel. 6: pressure sensors. 7: iron holders. 8: 180∘ pipe bend.

obtain the design flow of experimental schemes. Plexiglas
pipes formed the conveying devices and were 28.62 m long
with an inside diameter of 100 mm and a thickness of 5
mm. The different pipes (A horizontal pipe and a 180∘ pipe
bend)were sealed and connected by roundflanges and rubber
gaskets. A rectangular water channel was located 2.2 m from
the device of the piped carriage at the Plexiglas pipes, which
was used to improve measurement precision by preventing
refraction within the pipeline of the laser beam used to
measure vehicle movement. The dropping and receiving
devices consisted of an input port for the piped carriage,
an energy-eliminated orifice plate, and plastic recycling bins.
The energy-eliminated orifice plate was used to consume
more energy for the high-velocity flow at the outlet piping.
When the test was conducted, thewater first was pumped into
the steel penstocks from thewater tank though the centrifugal
water pump and then injected into the Plexiglas pipes by
adjusting the electromagnetic flowmeter and the regulating
valve. After the flow field became steady, the piped carriage
was first fed into the piping systems through the input port
for the piped carriage, then driven by the water though the
pipelines, and finally collected in the plastic recycling bins at
the end of the pipe, completing the travel process for the piped
carriage. The water ultimately flowed back to the water tank
again through the pipelines, which formed a closed primary
loop.

4.2. ExperimentMethods. In the study, twelve diameter ratios
of the piped carriage were selected as the experimental
variable, ranging from 0.4 to 0.95 with an interval of 0.05.The
diameter ratios had important implications: if the diameter
ratio was less than 0.4, the piped carriage would lose its
capacity for freight, and if the diameter ratio was greater
than 0.95, the piped carriage would not move flexibly in the
pipe bend sections.Therefore, in the experiment schemes the
diameter ratio was in the range 0.4 to 0.95, the length of the
piped carriage was 0.1 m, the transport loading that consisted
of the weight of the bulk solid materials only and did not
include the weight of the empty piped carriage itself was 0.6
kg, and the pipe discharges were 40, 50, 60, and 70 m3 ⋅ h-1,
respectively.

The test measuring system comprised a Laser Doppler
Anemometry, millisecond photoelectric timing devices,

pressure sensors, a standard dynamic pressure collection box,
and a high-speed camera, as shown in Figure 7. The Laser
Doppler Anemometrymanufactured by theDanish company
Dantech and the millisecond photoelectric timing devices
(702-3A, GOOD-STAR, China) were used to measure the
velocity distributions of the flow field within the pipelines.
The millisecond photoelectric timing devices measured the
precise timewhen the piped carriage reached certainmeasur-
ing cross-sections on the experimental system. The pressure
sensors (BOOST, Su Zhou Xuan Sheng Medical Technology
Co., Ltd., China) were linked to the standard dynamic
pressure collection box (TST5103, Chengdu Test, China) to
measure the piezometric heads along the pipelines. A high-
speed camera (Memrecam GX-3, NAC, Japan) was mounted
perpendicularly at the same height as the test section. The
high-speed camera had an 1024×1024 image resolution and
was connected to a personal computer via a RJ-45 connector
twisted pair to measure the instantaneous speeds of the piped
carriage at different times. Experimental setup was shown in
Figure 8.

The test section had a total length of 5.8m andwas located
in the middle of the horizontal sections in the experimental
system, 2.7m downstream from the inlet cross-section of
the 180∘ pipe bend, and 4.7m upstream from the braking
device of the piped carriage. In order to better verify the
experimental results, the length of the test section was the
same as that of the horizontal pipe model. Three different
experimental cross-sections were used in the test section to
measure velocity distributions of the flow field within the
pipelines, in which 1#, 2#, and 3# cross-sections were 2.6, 2.7,
and 2.8 m from the inlet cross-section of the test section,
respectively. There were 121 velocity measurement points in
the experimental cross-sections, arranged at the intersection
between the fifth concentric annuluses with 0.005m intervals
and the twelve pole axes at 30 degree intervals. There were 15
pressure measuring points on the right side of the horizontal
wall of the test section, and the pressure measuring points
were arranged at equal intervals of 0.5 m. Measurements
were made at each point three times and the average value
of the measurements was reported. The two ends of the
piped carriage in the flow direction were defined as the rear
end (i.e., upstream end) and the front end (i.e., downstream
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Figure 9: Comparison of simulated and experimental results for axial velocity at horizontal position.

end), respectively.These terms were important in the analysis
presented in Sections 5 and 6.

The velocity data of the different cross-sections and
the pressure data along the pipelines were processed with
Microsoft Office Excel 2013 and analyzed statistically with
Suffer 11.0, Origin 9.0, and SPSS 21.0.

5. Validation of Simulated Results

Simulated results needed to be verified against the exper-
imental results in order to gain confidence on these pre-
dictions. To further improve the reliability of the simulated
results from ANSYS−Fluent 12.0, the simulated results and
the experimental results were compared for three parameters:
the velocity distributions of the three different cross-sections,
the piezometric heads through the pipelines, and the instan-
taneous speeds of the piped carriage.

5.1. Velocity Distributions. Figure 9 showed the comparison
of simulated and experimental results for the axial velocity
at the horizontal position of the three different cross-sections
when the center of the piped carriage with the six different
diameter ratios arrived at the location that was 2.5m from the
inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe discharge
of 50 m3∙h-1.

From Figure 9, the simulated axial velocity basically
remained consistent with experimental results at the

horizontal position of the three different cross-sections,
and the maximum relative errors did not exceed 5.72%.
Because the piped carriage had great effects on the velocity
distributions of flow field in the downstream pipe section,
the experimental results of the velocity distributions at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage were analyzed
by comparing them with the simulated results. There was
obvious back-flow phenomena near the front end of the
piped carriage. This was due to the fact that boundary layer
separation was caused by the transition of the pipe fluid from
the annular slit areas in the part where the piped carriage to
the downstream flow field of the piped carriage, and resulting
in the downstream fluid of the piped carriage to flow into
the cavity areas. The closer experimental cross-sections were
to the front end of the piped carriage, the more obvious
the back-flow phenomena became. The reason was that the
back-flow was caused by the boundary layer separation.
Hence, the closer the experimental cross-sections were to
the front end of the piped carriage, the more obvious effects
of the boundary layer separation were.

5.2. Piezometric Heads. Figure 10 showed the comparison of
simulated and experimental results for the piezometric heads
through the pipelines when the center of the piped carriage
with the six different diameter ratios arrived at the location
that was 2.5 m from the inlet cross-section of the test section
under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.
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Figure 10: Comparison of simulated and experimental results for piezometric heads through the pipeline.

From Figure 10, the simulated piezometric heads through
the pipelines basically remained consistent with the exper-
imental results, and the maximum relative errors did not
exceed 1.58%. As increasing diameter ratio, the pressure drop
near the front end of the piped carriage gradually increased.
This appeared because an increase of the back-flow areas
near the front end of the piped carriage was caused by the
increasing diameter ratio, thus leading to an increase in
vortex energy losses. The distributions of the piezometric
heads in the near-wall of the piped carriage showed W-type
trend, which can be analyzed from perspective of energy
losses. First of all, the support bodies caused a narrowing
of cross-section and an increasing of flow velocity near the
rear end of the piped carriage, resulting in a decrease in
local pressure. The flow velocity then increased as the fluid
entered the annular slit areas, causing a gradual increase in
local pressure. Then, the local pressure decreased again due
to boundary layer separation near the front end of the piped
carriage. Finally, the kinetic energy of the annular slit flowwas
converted into the pressure energy of its downstream fluid so
that the local pressure rose again in the downstream flow field
of the piped carriage.

5.3. Instantaneous Speeds. Figure 11 showed the comparison
of simulated results and experimental values for the instanta-
neous speeds when the piped carriage with the six different
diameter ratios under the pipe discharge of 50 m3 ∙ h-1
moved.

The instantaneous speeds of the piped carriage in
Figure 11 were measured by a high-speed camera. The
shooting frame rate of the high-speed camera was filmed

at 500 images per second. From Figure 11, the simulated
instantaneous speeds of the piped carriage basically remained
consistent with the experimental results, and the maximum
relative errors did not exceed 1.81%. The irregular fluid
pulsation pressure caused a fluctuating change in the instan-
taneous loadings that the fluid acted on the piped carriage
and induced an enormous variation in the instantaneous
acceleration of the piped carriage. As a result, this affected
the instantaneous speed of the piped carriage to fluctuate
within a certain subtle range. Due to the instantaneous speed
fluctuations within the range of ± 1.5%, it was considered
that the motion status of the piped carriage in the horizontal
pipelines kept the instantaneous speed in a relative constant
state. The numerical simulation of the bidirectional fluid-
structure interaction could be used to obtain the instanta-
neous speed of the piped carriage. The rotation speed of
the piped carriage obtained from the numerical simulation
and experimental measurement was smaller and negligible.
Therefore, it can be considered that the piped carriage does
not rotate around the z-axis within the pipeline and had
only the translational speed along the z-axis. This approach
had apparent advantages when comparedwith unidirectional
fluid-structure interaction methods.

According to these comparisons, the commercial CFD
software ANSYS-Fluent 12.0 was deemed to be suitable
for determining the hydraulic characteristics of the piped
carriage transported within the horizontal pipelines under
different diameter ratios. The comparisons provided an
important reference for the correctness of the simulated
results presented subsequently in Section 6.
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Figure 11: Comparison of simulated results and experimental values for instantaneous speeds of a piped carriage.
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Figure 12: Relationship between average speed coefficient and
diameter ratio for a piped carriage.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Speed Coefficient of Piped Carriage. Figure 12 showed the
changes in the average speed coefficient as the diameter ratio
increased. It has been observed that the average speed coeffi-
cient of the piped carriage gradually increased as the diameter
ratio increased and was less than the average axial velocity of
pipe fluid. The average axial velocity of the piped fluid was
the ratio of the pipe discharge to the cross-sectional areas of
the conveying pipes. Due to the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1,

the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid was calculated as
1.764 m∙s-1. When the diameter ratio was less than 0.4, the
piped carriage was not suspended and pushed by the fluid
within the pipelines. There was an interesting comparison
between Figure 12 and Ellis’s [5] research findings, relating
to the cylindrical capsule with the density equal to that of
its carrier fluid. The curves for the equal-density cylindrical
capsule had a negative slope, showing a decreasing of the
average speed coefficient with the diameter ratio, while in
Figure 12, they generally had a positive slope.The densities of
piped carriages involved in themanuscripts were greater than
that of the carrier fluid and ranged from 1.845×103 kg∙m-3 to
7.210×103 kg∙m-3. When the density of the cylindrical capsule
was equal to that of the carrier fluid, the average speed of
the cylindrical capsule was closer to the axial velocity of the
fluid in the center of the pipelines with the decreasing of the
diameter ratio, which resulted in an increase in the average
speed coefficient of the cylindrical capsule. When the density
of the piped carriage was larger than that of the carrier fluid,
both the normal pressure that the piped carriage acted on
the bottom of the pipelines and the frictional resistance of
the piped carriage experienced an increased trend with the
decrease of the diameter ratio, leading to a decrease in the
average speed coefficient of the piped carriage. For these
reasons, a positive correlation existed between the diameter
ratio and the average speed coefficient of the piped carriage
with density larger than that of its carrier fluid. With the
increase of the pipe discharge, the average speed coefficient
of the piped carriage gradually increased.This was due to the
fact that based on the law of momentum conservation, the
relative velocity between the pipe fluid and the piped carriage
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Figure 13: Axial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage with different diameter ratios.

remained basically unchanged when the rolling frictional
resistance of the piped carriage with different diameter ratios
was constant. Hence, with the increasing of the pipe dis-
charge, the average speed coefficient of the piped carriage also
gradually increased.Meanwhile, the relationship between the
average speed coefficient and the pipe discharge can also be
further explained according to themotionmodel of the piped
carriage.The increasing of the pipe discharge led to a gradual
increase in A3, which resulted in an increase in abscissa of
intersection point between the parabola function (see (16)
and (18)) and an x-axis, indicating that the average speed
coefficient gradually increased with the increases of the pipe
discharge.

6.2. Axial Velocity Distributions. Figure 13 showed the axial
velocity distributions when the piped carriage with the
different diameter ratios arrived at the location that was 2.5m
from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe
discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 13, because the projection of the
piped carriage onto the central horizontal cross-section of the
pipeline was symmetrical around the Z axis, the axial velocity
distributions were more symmetrical. The obvious back-flow
areas existed near the front end of the piped carriage, which
appeared as cone-shaped distributions. The back-flow areas
occurred because boundary layer separation was caused near
the front end of the piped carriage by the adverse pressure
gradient existed in the boundary layer areas of the piped
carriage wall, resulting in the annular slit flow leaving the
front end of the piped carriage, and the downstream fluid
of the piped carriage randomly flowing into a cone-shaped
cavity areas created by the boundary layer separation. There
was a region of high axial velocity near the interior wall of the
pipeline at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage.
This appeared because the back-flow spread near the wall
of the pipe at high velocity in the opposite direction when
interacting with the front end of the piped carriage.

With increasing diameter ratio, the affected range in
the axial velocity distributions of the back-flow areas at the
front end of the piped carriage gradually increased. The
phenomenon occurred because the back-flow areas mainly
existed near the front end of the piped carriage, and the
increasing diameter ratio led to an increase in the cross-
sectional areas of the front end of the piped carriage, thus
producing even more back-flow areas. As the diameter ratio
increased, the affected range of the axial velocity distributions
near the rear end of the piped carriage gradually decreased.
The reason for this was that the speed of the piped carriage
was closer to the average axial velocity of the pipe fluid
with the increasing diameter ratio. As a result, the disturbed
areas caused with the front end of the piped carriage became
smaller.

Figure 14 showed the axial velocity distributions of trans-
porting a piped carriage having a diameter ratio of 0.6 at
different times under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the
pipe fluid, the axial velocity distributions at the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady.
However, as can be seen from Figure 14, the axial velocity
distributions of the horizontal section within the pipelines
transporting the piped carriage at different times were
the same, and there was no periodic change of the axial
velocity distributions over time. The difference between the
maximum axial velocity at different times and the average
maximum axial velocity did not exceed 1.93%. This appeared
because instantaneous speed of the piped carriage changed
within a limited range, leading to a small change in the
unsteady characteristics of the axial velocity distributions
of the bidirectional interaction system formed by the piped
carriage and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.3. Radial VelocityDistributions. Figure 15 showed the radial
velocity distributions when the piped carriage with the
different diameter ratios arrived at the location that was 2.5m
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Figure 14: Axial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage at different times. Note: Sc represents distance from inlet cross-
section of geometric model to center of piped carriage.
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Figure 15: Radial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage with different diameter ratios.

from the inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe
discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 15, because the projection of the
piped carriage onto the central horizontal cross-section of
the pipeline was symmetrical around the Z axis, the radial
velocity distributions were more symmetrical. The radial
velocity of the flow field within the pipelines was mainly
distributed near the front and rear end of the piped carriage,
and the direction of the radial velocity dispersed from the
pipe center towards the pipe wall. This behavior occurred
for different reasons at the front and rear end of the piped
carriage. Regarding the radial velocity near the rear end of
the piped carriage, the reason was that the pipe fluid affected
by the rear end of the piped carriage decreased towards the
areas of the annular slit flow, leading to more obvious radial
velocity distributions. As for the radial velocity near the front
end of the piped carriage, the reason was that the back-flow
interacted with the front end of the piped carriage, resulting
in the formation of the radial velocity distributions. These
influences caused the outward diffusion of the radial velocity.

With the increase of relative velocity between the pipe
fluid and the piped carriage, the radial velocity gradually
increased. As the relative velocity between the front end of
the piped carriage and the pipe fluid increased gradually, the
radial velocity near the front end of the piped carriage showed
a tendency to increase.The radial velocity at the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage was low and the flow direction
was from the wall of pipe to the center of the pipe; this
was caused by the diffusion of the annular slit flow towards
the downstream flow field of the piped carriage. With the
increase of the diameter ratio, the affected areas of the radial
velocity near the front end of the piped carriage gradually
increased, while the affected areas of the radial velocity near
the rear of the piped carriage gradually decreased. These
results occurred because as the diameter ratio increased, the
increasing relative velocity of both the front end of the piped
carriage and the pipe fluid led to an increase in the affected
areas of the radial velocity. Simultaneously, the decreasing
relative velocity of both the rear end of the piped carriage and
the pipe fluid decreased the areas of affected radial velocity.
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Figure 16: Radial velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage at different times.
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Figure 17: Circumferential velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage with different diameter ratios.

The radial flow velocity changed cyclically when the pipe
fluid spread towards the downstream flow field of the piped
carriage. Hence, it was shown that there was an alternating
of the forward and reverse radial velocity at the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage.

Figure 16 showed the radial velocity distributions of
transporting a piped carriage having a diameter ratio of 0.6
at different times under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and the
pipe fluid, the radial velocity distributions at the downstream
flow field of the piped carriage appeared to be unsteady.
However, as can be seen from Figure 16, the radial velocity
distributions of the horizontal section within the pipelines
transporting the piped carriage at different times were the
same.There was no periodic change of the radial velocity dis-
tributions over time. The difference between the maximum
radial velocity at different times and the average maximum
radial velocity did not exceed 0.97%. This appeared because
the instantaneous speed of the piped carriage changed within
a limited range, leading to a small change in the unsteady
characteristics of the radial velocity distributions of the

bidirectional interaction system formed by the piped carriage
and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.4. Circumferential Velocity Distributions. Figure 17 showed
the circumferential velocity distributions when the piped
carriage with the different diameter ratios arrived at the
location that was 2.5m from the inlet cross-section of the test
section under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 17, the circumferential velocity mag-
nitude distributions inside the pipeline are symmetric around
theZ axis, while circumferential velocity distributions of both
the positive andnegative x-axis areas occurred in the opposite
direction. The direction of the circumferential velocity was
counterclockwise in the positive x-axis areas and clockwise
in the negative x-axis areas.The circumferential velocity near
the front end of the piped carriage was mainly caused by the
support bodies, thus the maximum circumferential velocity
appeared near the wall of the supports. The greater was the
relative velocity between the pipe fluid and the piped carriage,
the larger was the circumferential velocity of the pipe fluid.
The circumferential velocity near the front end of the piped
carriage was thought to be higher than that near the rear
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Figure 18: Circumferential velocity distributions of transporting a piped carriage at different times.

end of the piped carriage because there was a larger relative
velocity between the front end of the piped carriage and the
pipe fluid. The circumferential velocity of both back-flow
near the front end of the piped carriage and the annular
slit flow around the support bodies occurred in the same
directions, although the axial velocity of these two flows
occurred in opposite directions. The circumferential velocity
at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage exhibited
a periodic fish-scale type distributions, which was mainly the
result of the diffusion of the circumferential velocity at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage.

As diameter ratio increased, the affected areas of the
circumferential velocity near the front end of the piped
carriage gradually first decreased and then increased. This
variation occurred because when the diameter ratio was
less than 0.75, the circumferential velocity near the front of
the piped carriage was mainly formed by the annular slit
flow around the support bodies. The increasing diameter
ratio caused an increasing speed of the piped carriage and a
decreasing relative velocity between the support bodies and
the annular slit flow, leading to decreasing trends of both the
circumferential velocity and its affected areas near the front
of the piped carriage. In addition, when the diameter ratio
was greater than 0.75, the circumferential velocity near the
front of the piped carriage was mainly formed by the back-
flow around the support bodies.The increasing diameter ratio
caused an increasing relative velocity between the support
bodies and the back-flow near the front of the piped carriage,
leading to increasing trends of both the circumferential
velocity and its affected areas near the front of the piped
carriage. According to these observations, the energy loss at
the downstream flow field of the piped carriage was projected
to gradually increase when the diameter ratio exceeded 0.75
(a result confirmed subsequently in Section 6.7).

Figure 18 showed the circumferential velocity distribu-
tions of transporting a piped carriage having a diameter ratio
of 0.6 at different times under the pipe discharge of 50m3∙h-1.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and
the pipe fluid, the circumferential velocity distributions at
the downstream flow field of the piped carriage appeared
to be unsteady. However, as can be seen from Figure 18,
the circumferential velocity distributions of the horizontal

sectionwithin the pipelines transporting the piped carriage at
different times were the same. There was no periodic change
of the circumferential velocity distributions over time. The
difference between the maximum circumferential velocity at
different times and the average maximum circumferential
velocity did not exceed 1.72%. This appeared because the
instantaneous speed of the piped carriage changed within
a limited range, leading to a small change in the unsteady
characteristics of the circumferential velocity distributions
of the bidirectional interaction system formed by the piped
carriage and the pipe fluid at any time.

6.5. Pressure Distributions. Figure 19 showed the pressure
distributions when the piped carriage with the different
diameter ratios arrived at the location that was 2.5m from the
inlet cross-section of the test section under the pipe discharge
of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 19, because the projection of the
piped carriage onto the central horizontal cross-section of
the pipeline was symmetrical around the Z axis, the pressure
distributions were more symmetrical. Local high pressure
areas of the flowfieldwithin the pipeline existed near the front
and rear ends of the piped carriage. These areas developed
because the fluid kinetic energy near the rear end of the piped
carriage was converted into pressure energy under the action
of the piped carriage. Simultaneously, interaction between
the front end of the piped carriage and the local back-flow
caused the kinetic energy of the pipe fluid to be converted into
pressure energy again.The greater was the relative velocity of
the piped carriage and the pipe fluid, the greater was the local
pressure growth.Thus the pressure growth at the front end of
the piped carriage was higher than that at the rear end.

An obvious low pressure areas was developed at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage, but the pressure
at the downstream flow field of this area gradually increased
through the pipeline. This occurred because when the annu-
lar slit flow mixed with the downstream fluid of the piped
carriage, the flow field within the pipelines underwent two
processes: energy dissipation and energy conversion. When
the annular slit flow collided with the downstream fluid of
the piped carriage, kinetic energy was converted into the
internal energy of the fluid because of the viscosity of the fluid
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Figure 19: Pressure distributions of transporting a piped carriage with different diameter ratios.
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Figure 20: Pressure distributions of transporting a piped carriage at different times.

(energy dissipation). In contrast, energy conversion occurred
when kinetic energy of the annular slit flow was converted
to pressure energy of the downstream fluid. The dual effects
of energy dissipation and energy conversion together caused
the local low pressure areas in the downstream flow field of
the piped carriage, while the energy conversion caused the
pressure to rise again in the downstream fluid of the low
pressure areas.

As the diameter ratio increased, the scope of the local
high pressure areas near the rear end of the piped carriage
gradually reduced, and the local high pressure areas near
the front end of the piped carriage gradually increased. This
occurred because with the increase of the diameter ratio,
the decreasing relative velocity between the rear end of the
piped carriage and the pipe fluid caused a decrease in the
degree to which kinetic energy was converted into pressure
energy. Likewise, the increasing relative velocity between the
front end of the piped carriage and the pipe fluid increased
the conversion of kinetic energy into the pressure energy.
With the increase of the diameter ratio, the pressure drop
in the downstream flow field of the piped carriage gradually
became more severe. This occurred because increases in the
diameter ratio increased the extent of back-flow areas near
the front end of the piped carriage, thus causing severe energy

dissipation as reflected by the increasing pressure drop. In the
upstream flow field of the piped carriage, the piped carriage
with the diameter ratio of 0.75 caused the minimum pressure
while the piped carriagewith the diameter ratio of 0.95 caused
the maximum pressure. The reason for these results was that
the piped carriages with the diameter ratio of 0.75 and 0.95
caused the smallest and largest energy losses, respectively.
Other reasons will be described in detail in Section 6.7.

Figure 20 showed the pressure distributions of transport-
ing the piped carriage having a diameter ratio of 0.6 at
different times under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 20, the pressure in the near-wall of the
piped carriage showed an overall decreasing trend over time.
This occurred because the instantaneous speed of the piped
carriage changed within a limited range, leading to the same
energy losses caused by the piped carriage transport within
the pipelines at different times.Due to the decreasing pressure
along the pipeline, pressure gradually decreased in the near-
wall of the piped carriage as the piped carriagemoved towards
the downstream flow field of the conveying pipe.

6.6. Vorticity Magnitude Distributions. Figure 21 showed the
vorticity magnitude distributions when the piped carriage
with the different diameter ratios arrived at the location that
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Figure 21: Vorticity magnitude distributions of transporting a piped carriage with different diameter ratios.
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Figure 22: Vorticity magnitude distributions of transporting a piped carriage at different times.

was 2.5m from the inlet cross-section of the test section under
the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.

As shown in Figure 21, because the projection of the
piped carriage onto the central horizontal cross-section
of the pipeline was symmetrical around the Z axis, the
vorticity magnitude distributions were more symmetrical.
The vorticity magnitude of the internal flow field within the
pipelines was mainly distributed in the near-wall areas of the
cylindrical pipe, and at the interface between the annular slit
flow and the downstream fluid of the piped carriage. The
boundary layer separation that formed in the near-wall areas
of the cylindrical barrel caused the phenomena of a local
vortex, which in turn caused the distinct vorticity magnitude
distributions. In addition, the mixing process between the
annular slit flow and the downstream fluid at their interface
of the piped carriage mutually caused the formation of the
obvious local vorticity.

The vorticity magnitude of the entrance location was
larger than that at the exit location for the annular slit areas
because the fluid at the rear end of the piped carriage sud-
denly contracted, and the annular slit flowwas separated from
the boundary of the piped carriage; thus, there were obvious
vorticity magnitude distributions in the entrance location of

the annular slit areas. As the diameter ratio increased, the
vorticity magnitude in the near-wall areas of the cylindrical
pipe and at the downstream flow field of the piped carriage
gradually increased.The vorticity magnitude in the near-wall
areas of the cylindrical pipe occurred because the affected
scope of boundary layer separation increased as the diameter
ratio increased. However, the vorticity magnitude at the
downstreamflowfield of the piped carriage increased because
the increasing velocity and back-flow areas caused serious
blending with the downstream fluid of the piped carriage,
thus producing an increase in the vorticity magnitude with
the increase of the diameter ratio. With the increase of the
diameter ratio, the affected areas of the vorticity magnitude
near the front end of the piped carriage gradually decreased.
The phenomenon occurred because the increasing diameter
ratio led to an increase in the back-flow areas mainly existed
the front end of the piped carriage and caused the vortex
attenuation rapidly within an extremely limit range; thus
producing a decrease in the affected areas of the vorticity
magnitude.

Figure 22 showed the vorticitymagnitude distributions of
transporting a piped carriage having a diameter ratio of 0.6 at
different times under the pipe discharge of 50 m3∙h-1.
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Figure 23: Relationship between average pressure drop coefficient
and diameter ratio for a piped carriage.

Due to the interaction between the piped carriage and
the pipe fluid, the vorticity magnitude distributions at the
downstream flow field of the piped carriage appeared to
be unsteady. However, as can be seen from Figure 22, the
vorticity magnitude distributions of the horizontal section
within the pipelines transporting the piped carriage at differ-
ent times were the same.There was no periodic change of the
vorticity magnitude distributions over time. The difference
between the maximum vorticity magnitude at different times
and the average maximum vorticity magnitude did less than
1.26%. This appeared because the instantaneous speed of the
piped carriage changed within a limited range, leading to a
small change in the unsteady characteristics of the vorticity
magnitude distributions of the bidirectional interaction sys-
tem formed by the piped carriage and the pipe fluid at any
time.

6.7. Pressure Drop Characteristics. The energy losses are
analyzed using the pressure drop coefficient. The pressure
drop coefficient is the ratio of the total pressure drop for the
piped carriage flow to the total pressure drop that would exist
if fluid alone flowed in the same pipe at the same average
axial velocity. Figure 23 showed the changes in the pressure
drop coefficient as the diameter ratio increased. Because the
pressure drop coefficient fluctuated irregularly over time, the
energy losses of the piped carriage were examined using the
average pressure drop coefficient. With increasing diameter
ratio, the average pressure drop coefficient first decreased
and then increased, and reached its lowest value when the
diameter ratio of the piped carriage was 0.75. According to
the data presented in Figure 23, when the diameter ratio
was less than 0.75, the speed of the piped carriage transport
played a leading role such that increasing speed of the
piped carriage decreased the local energy losses. When the
diameter ratio was greater than 0.75, the diameter of the
piped carriage played a dominant role such that the local
energy losses increased as the diameter of the piped carriage
increased.
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Figure 24: Relationship between mechanical efficiency and diame-
ter ratio for a piped carriage.

6.8. Mechanical Efficiencies. Mechanical efficiency was an
important index of the performance of mechanical proper-
ties. In physics, Mechanical efficiency denoted the transfor-
mation efficiency with which the total energy of fluid was
changed into mechanical energy for the piped carriage trans-
port. The potential energy of the fluid included mechanical
energy (useful work) for the piped carriage and the internal
energy of the fluid. The total energy in HCPs was the total
energy losses of the fluid around the piped carriage and
the mechanical energy was the kinetic energy of the piped
carriage. Mechanical efficiency was determined as the ratio
of the kinetic energy of the piped carriage to the total energy
losses of the fluid around the piped carriage, which was
written as follows:

𝜂 = 𝐹𝑑𝑉𝑏𝐴𝑝𝑉𝑎𝜌𝑔 (Δ𝑃𝑚 − Δ𝑃𝑛) (30)

where Ap was the pipe cross-sectional areas.
Figure 24 showed the changes in the mechanical effi-

ciency of the piped carriage as the diameter ratio changes. It
can be seen in Figure 24 that clearly themechanical efficiency
of the piped carriage first increased and then decreased as
the diameter ratio increased, and it reached its maximum
value (81.3%) when the diameter ratio was 0.75. Thus, this
high efficiency indicated that HCPs had a higher transport
efficiency than other transport modes, a conclusion that
was consistent with the conclusion about energy losses in
Section 6.7. Furthermore, the optimal diameter ratio of the
piped carriage was 0.75. When the diameter ratio was less
than 0.75, the mechanical efficiency of the piped carriage
increased with the increase of the pipe discharges, and when
the diameter ratio was greater than 0.75, the mechanical
efficiency gradually decreased with the increase of the pipe
discharges. This appeared because when the diameter ratio
was less than 0.75, the increasing rate of the energy losses of
the fluid around the piped carriage was gradually less than
that of the average speed of the piped carriage, and when
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Figure 25: Relationship between average force coefficient and diameter ratio for a piped carriage.

the diameter ratio was greater than 0.75, it was contrary.
According to Figure 24, the optimal combination of the
mechanical efficiency for HCPs was 0.75 in diameter and 50
m3 ∙h-1 in pipe discharge, the above conclusions were suitable
for the case in which the length of the piped carriage was 0.1
m and the transport loading was 0.6 kg.

6.9. Force Statistics. Figure 25 showed the changing trends
of both the average drag coefficient and the average lift
coefficient of the piped carriage as a function of changes in the
diameter ratio.Thedrag coefficientwas the ratio of the drag of
the piped carriage to the product of both the hydrodynamic
pressure and the reference areas that were perpendicular
to flow. Because the drag coefficient of the piped carriage
fluctuated over time, the drag characteristic of the piped
carriage was analyzed using the average drag coefficient.
As shown in Figure 25(a), the average drag coefficient of
the piped carriage increased exponentially as the diameter
ratio increased. This occurred because the diameter ratio
increased; the increasing rate of dynamic pressure was larger
than the decreasing rates of the reference areas; consequently,
the product of the two parameters showed a decreasing
tendency.Due to the smaller extent of variation in the drag for
the piped carriage with different diameter ratios, the average
drag coefficient increased exponentially.

The asymmetric structure of the upper and the lower
surfaces of the piped carriage generated a lifting action. The
lift coefficient referred to the ratio of the lift force of the piped
carriage to the product of both the hydrodynamic pressure
and the reference areas that are parallel to flow. Because the
lift coefficient of the piped carriage fluctuated with time, the
lift characteristic of the piped carriage was analyzed using
the average lift coefficient. As shown in Figure 25(b), the
direction of the lift was directly vertical (perpendicular to
flow). This occurred because the path length of the upper
surface was far greater than that of the lower surface of

the support body, which caused the pressure on the upper
surface to be less than the pressure on the lower surface.
As the diameter ratio increased, the average lift coefficient
of the piped carriage increased exponentially because the
growth rates of the dynamic pressure were much greater than
the rates at which the reference areas decreased, giving the
product of the two parameters a decreasing tendency. Hence,
the average lift coefficient showed an exponential increase
trend gradually.

7. An Optimization Model of HCPs

Optimization of HCPs was of great significance for its
commercial promotion of the piped carriage transport. An
optimization model of HCPs has already been developed
by the author in a previous published literature [12, 37].
Published literature was mainly limited to a cylindrical
capsule and a rectangular capsule with density equal to that of
its carrier fluid. In this paper, the optimizationmodel ofHCPs
transporting a piped carriage within the horizontal pipelines
was established for the first time, which was designed based
on the Least-Cost Principle; i.e., the pipeline transporting
capsules was designed such that the total cost of the pipeline
was minimum.The total cost of a pipeline transporting piped
carriage consists of themanufacturing cost of the pipeline and
the piped carriage plus the operating cost of the system.

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜 (31)

where Rm was the manufacturing cost of the pipeline and the
piped carriage; Ro was the cost of the operating cost of the
system.

The manufacturing cost can be further divided into the
cost of the pipeline and the cost of the piped carriage.
The operating cost referred to the cost of the power being
consumed. Therefore, the total cost of HCPs consisted of the
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cost of the pipe, the cost of the piped carriage and the cost of
power. It can be written as follows:

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑏 + 𝑅𝑝 (32)

where Rt was the total cost of HCPs; Ra was the cost of the
pipeline; Rb was the cost of the piped carriage; Rp was the cost
of power.

7.1. Cost of Pipe. The cost of the pipe per unit weight of the
pipe material was written as follows [35]:

𝑅𝑎 = 𝐶1𝜋𝐷𝑝𝑒𝑝𝜌𝑝𝑔𝐿𝑝 (33)

where ep was the thickness of the pipe wall; 𝜌𝑝 was the density
of the pipe; Lp was the length of the pipe; C1 was the cost of
pipe per unit of weight.

7.2. Cost of Piped Carriage. The cost of the piped carriage per
unit weight of the piped carriage material was expressed as
follows:

𝑅𝑏 = 𝐶2𝜋𝑘𝐷𝑝𝐿𝑐𝑒𝑐𝜌𝑐𝑔 (34)

whereC2 was the cost of the piped carriage per unit of weight;
ec was the thickness of the piped carriage wall; Lc was the
length of the piped carriage; 𝜌𝑐 was the mixture densities.

7.3. Cost of Power. The cost of power was expressed as follows
[12]:

𝑅𝑝 = 𝐶3𝑡𝑝𝑃𝑤 = 𝐶3𝑡𝑝𝑄𝑚Δ𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
3.6 × 105𝜂𝑝 (35)

where 𝑃𝑤 was the power requirement of the pipeline trans-
porting piped carriage; C3 was the cost of power per kilowatt
hour; 𝜂p was the efficiency of centrifugal water pump,
generally the efficiency of industrial pumping unit ranges
between 60 to 75%. tp was the run time for the centrifugal
water pump; ΔPtotal was the total pressure drop of the flow of
the piped carriage;Qm was themixture pipe discharge. Taking
into account the service life of the centrifugal water pump, its
run time was generally calculated for a one-year period.

HCPs was a typical solid-liquid two-phase flow. To this
end, Liu [53] reported the expression to solve themixture pipe
discharge, which was written as:

𝑄𝑚 = 0.25𝜋𝐷2
𝑝𝑉𝑎 (36)

The above formula only was suitable for a circular pipe.
Asim [35, 36] used the existing formulas to calculate

total pressure drop of a cylindrical capsule and a rectan-
gular capsule. The total pressure drop of the piped carriage
was influenced by several factors such as rolling frictional
resistance coefficient, transport loading and support body.
At present, there was no appropriate formula for the total
pressure drop, which can only be investigated by numerical
simulation. From this analysis, studies on an optimization
model of HCPs transporting the piped carriage within the
pipelines had great significances.

7.4. OptimizationMethods. The optimizationmodel of HCPs
was put forward was to be in order to seek the lowest con-
struction cost. The lowest construction cost was influenced
by several factors such as the diameter of the piped carriage,
length of the piped carriage, diameter of the pipeline and
transport load. The length of the piped carriage was set to 0.1
m due to limitation of the bending.The transport loading was
mainly limited by the internal volume of the piped carriage,
so it in this paper was set to 0.6 kg. According to the studies
on the optimal diameter ratio of piped carriage in Section 6,
it can be seen that the piped carriage having the diameter
ratio of 0.75 had the lowest total pressure drop.Therefore, the
model of HCPs can be optimized simply by determining the
diameter of the conveying pipes.

The method for determining the diameter of the convey-
ing pipe comprised the following steps:(1) Assume a value of the pipe diameter Dp.(2) The length of the pipeline was obtained through the
dropping and receiving position of the piped carriage.(3) Calculate the cost of pipes and a piped carriage based
on the materials for the pipelines and the piped carriage and
the market prices of these materials (see (33) and (34)).(4) According to the conclusion mentioned in Section 6,
the diameter ratio of the piped carriage was determined.(5) Confirm the diameter of the piped carriage De.(6) Assume the efficiency of the centrifugal water pump.(7) Combined with the corresponding dimensions of
HCPs, the total pressure drop of the piped carriage transport
was calculated using the bidirectional fluid-structure interac-
tion method.(8) Assume the mixture pipe discharge Qm.(9) Calculate the cost of power (see (35) and (36)).(10) Calculate the total cost of HCPs (see (31) and (32)).(11) Find out the optimal diameter of the conveying pipe
by comparing the total cost of HCPs under different pipe
diameters.

7.5. Design Example. According to Section 6, the energy
losses of transporting the piped carriage with a diameter ratio
of 0.75 was the lowest within the horizontal pipeline. For this
reasons, the piped carriage with the diameter ratio of 0.75 was
studied.Theoptimizationmodel ofHCPswas used to find out
the optimal diameter of the conveying pipe and the pumping
power required.

Solution: according to the current market, the values of
C1, C2, and C3 are 10.8 ¥/N, 12.6 ¥/N, and 0.9 ¥/(kW∙h)
(industrial electricity), respectively. The efficiency of the
centrifugal water pumpwas assumed to be 70%.The pipe was
28.26 m long with a thickness of 5 mm and a pipe discharge
of 50 m3∙h-1. In addition, the piped carriage was 0.1 m long
with a thickness of 5 mm, and the transport loading of the
piped carriage was 0.6 kg. The rolling frictional resistance
coefficient between the piped carriage wall and the Plexiglas
pipe wall was 0.462 from experiments. The bidirectional
fluid-structure interactionmodel was used to obtain the total
pressure drop of transporting the piped carriage within the
horizontal pipelines. According to the optimization steps
mentioned in Section 7.4, the following results have been
obtained, as shown in Table 3. It is noteworthy that the cost
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Table 3: Relationship between different costs of HCPs and pipe diameter.

Dp/mm 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
Ra/¥ 3395.643 3961.583 4527.524 5093.464 5659.405 6225.345 6791.286 7357.226 7923.166
Rb/¥ 92.827 108.299 123.770 139.241 154.712 170.184 185.655 201.126 216.597
Rp/¥ 11807.058 6435.096 3808.443 2400.259 1589.682 1095.932 780.973 572.213 429.292
Rt/¥ 15295.528 10504.977 8459.737 7632.964 7403.799 7491.460 7757.913 8130.565 8569.056
Pw/kW 1.5183 0.8275 0.4897 0.3086 0.2044 0.1409 0.1004 0.0735 0.0552

of the piped carriage and the pipelines was a one-off cost,
whereas the electricity cost was an annual cost.

The results presented in Table 3 depicted that the optimal
diameter was 100 mm because the total cost of HCPs was
minimum at Dp=100 mm, which further verified that it was
reasonable to use the pipes with the diameter of 100 mm
for this study. Corresponding to the optimal diameter of
the pipeline, the power of the pumping unit required was
02044 kW. It can be further seen that as the pipe diameter
increased, the cost of both the pipelines and the piped
carriage increased. This was due to the fact that pipes of
larger diameters were more expensive than pipes of relatively
smaller diameter. Moreover, as the pipe diameter increased,
the cost of power decreased. This was due to fact that for the
same flow velocity of the pipe fluid, the increasing of the pipe
diameter led to the decreasing of the flow velocity, resulting in
a drastic reduction of the energy losses within the pipelines.
The cost of power was proportional to the flow velocity of the
pipeline; hence, increase in the pipe diameter decreased the
cost of power.

8. Conclusion

The hydraulic characteristics of piped carriage transport
under different diameter ratios within the horizontal
pipelines were analyzed using the model experiment and
the numerical simulation. The simulated results were in
good agreement with the experimental results, which further
indicated that the bidirectional fluid-structure interaction
numerical simulation had apparent advantages for the
analysis of HCPs compared with the unidirectional fluid-
structure interaction methods. The main conclusions are
summarized as follows:(1) A logarithmic growth relationship exists between the
diameter ratio and the average speed of the piped carriage
with density larger than that of its carrier fluid.(2) As the pipe diameter ratio increases, the affected
areas of axial velocity, radial velocity, and pressure gradu-
ally increase, the affected areas of the vorticity magnitude
gradually decrease, and the affected areas of circumferential
velocity gradually decrease first and then increase near the
front end of the piped carriage. With the increase of the
diameter ratio, the average drag coefficient and the average lift
coefficient of the piped carriage increase exponentially, and
the piped carriage experiences upward lift under arbitrary
diameter ratios.(3)Thecombined effects of energy dissipation and energy
conversion cause local low pressure areas to develop near
the front end of the piped carriage, but energy conversion

causes the downstream pressure of the piped carriage to
subsequently increase. As the diameter ratio increases, the
average pressure drop coefficient of the piped carriage first
decreases and then increases, while the mechanical efficiency
of the piped carriage first increases and then decreases.(4)When piped carriage moves through the pipeline, the
axial velocity distributions, the radial velocity distributions,
the circumferential velocity distributions, and the vorticity
magnitude distributions in the near-wall areas of the piped
carriage inside the pipeline are basically the same, while the
pressure distributions show a decreased trend.(5) Based on Least-Cost Principle, the optimization
model of HCPs can output the optimal pipe diameter. A
practical example has been included in order to verify the
usage and effectiveness of this optimization model.
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